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Enlighten Your Path

There are 360 degrees,
so why stick to one?"
Zaha Hadid
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About
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Spaces & Concepts General trading & Contracting Company Kuwait was
established over a decade ago.Derived from the necessity to bring quality
lighting products, design and services, it has built up reputation with the top
construction and architectural companies around the Middle East as being the
first choice lighting company to deal with where unique design, product
knowledge and innovation is needed. Spaces & Concepts began as a lighting
company, which later diversified into many other avenues.

Our Showroom
Shuwaikh

In 2005, we integrated office furniture to our lighting
business. Modern showroom in Sun City in Shuwaikh opened
in 2009 as par to this new vision.The state of the art
showroom features a wide range of fabric, wallpaper,
lighting, upholstery, furniture and carpet samples.

1-Trading

2-Contracting

-Lighting
-Furniture
-Flooring
-Finishing Accessories

-Electircal
-Finshing & Decorative
-Smart Building Systems

Spaces & Concepts Lighting Design & Supply S.A.R.L. was
established in June 2011 under the canopy of its mother
company, followed by another regional existence in
Lebanon in 2012.

“O”
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Our Mission
Spaces & Concepts aims to be a leading company in its
field.We have a diverse variety of brands so that a client's
every need can be readily met, from furniture, carpets,
lights, tiles to fixtures.Our team of professionals works in
partnership with many leading architects and designers,
developing sophisticated solutions to transform residential
and commercial environment.
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Our Staff
-Electrical Engineer (7)
-Architect Engineer (3)
-Civil Eigineer (3)
-Electrical Forman (6)
- Electrical Finish & Decorative (4)
-Design Engineer (3)
-Procurment Engineer (2)
-Quantity Survey (2)
-Electrical Technition (20)
-Electrical Helper (25)
-Decorative & Finishing Technition (15)
-Decorative & Finishing Helper (35)
-Purchasing In Charge (3)
-Costing & Pricing (6)

HOPE
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Our Lighting
Philosophy
Innovation
Architectural lighting is composed of a multitude of design
elements combined to create a concept which is then
implemented through the use of precise Luminaires. Both
elements require historical knowledge and commitment to
tremain current in their evolution.We strive to stay abreast
of the most recent applications and technologies but
incorporate these factors judiciously when deemed
appropriate based on performance, energy-efficiency,
cost, etc.Our goal is to introduce our client to design
possibilities that are unique and suited to their project.

Counterbalance Floor
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Integration
Lighting is a language. We translate our client’s vision into
the environment through communication and experience.
The lighting is planned to highlight and accent the
architectural planes and features to impart a sense of
comfort as if born from the architecture itself.If applied
with great care, this mysterious medium can produce a
space that is vibrant, yet soothing with great spatial
depth generated simply from its innate qualities.Through
our close interaction with the design team, the final
product reflects a balanced structure.

Mesh Wireless
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Why Lighting
Design?
The use of daylight in architecture is an ancient and proven
instrument but the potential for electric illumination has
only been genuinely explored since the middle of the
20 th century.
Architectural lighting design was derived from the theater
and continues to be a delicate balance between art and
science. However, it has grown into its own refined discipline
suited to the illumination of architecture.It plays an
important role in the perception of an environment and can
significantly affect how a space is experienced.

Synapse
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Our
Services:
Spaces & Concepts has rapidly become the fastest growing
company in Kuwait recognized for its unsurpassable quality
and professionalism and for being the sole agent for some
of the world’s leading manufacturers. We already have
made a name in the industry for being the company to work
with; where design simplicity and peace of mind is foremost
amongst top lighting manufacturers, architectural firms,
engineers and high-end residential clients.

Our Team
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Value and
Beliefs
Our work, which has granted us respectable reputation
with many clients in Lebanon, the Gulf and the region, is
based on a firm set of values: ethics, excellence, know
how, integrity and teamwork, and backed up by another
set of capacities and know how: constant creativity and
innovation, flawless realization of concepts, and picture
perfect sites.

Wire Flow
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Briks

Methods Of Work

Many big companies are investing heavily in design talent, but
relatively few have a clear, widely understood method for design.
Without this the quality and impact of work may fall short of
corporate expectation and make it harder to build and keep
talented teams
1- Sketches
2- Conceptual Layouts
3- Lighting Layout
4- Schematic Layout

5- Lighting Calculations
6- Electric Simulation
7- Innovation Detail
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Project
Managment
Any design is only as good as its implementation, and at
Spaces & Concepts we believe that effective project
management is imperative for success on any project.
Each project is unique in its context and objectives; and
should therefore be treated as such. For over a decade,
Spaces & Concepts design managers have developed
a unique methodology that we use to ensure that Architects
and Designers are given the fullest possible support.

Menhir
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We take into consideration that there are four crucial
aspects to each project: Design, Economics, Performance
and Environment.Further, all four must be addressed if the
project is to achieve its architectural design brief.

Tolemeo
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The
Process
As we are a flexible company, and know that the building
process is never predictable, we can work with our clients
from any stage of the project but in order to achieve
maximum benefit of our services, we work best when
starting at the initial design stage.Meeting with the client
and architects, engineers and electricians, we work hand
in hand with the project leaders to create the perfect
solution for your project.

Duo
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Our senior lighting designer takes on the role of
lighting manager, and designs with our expert team full
lighting layouts in Auto Cad specifically focusing on
the project brief, its budget and constraints.3D
realizations can be then being processed to see the
virtual design and of course, switching layouts,
electrical points and lighting calculations can all be
provided as necessary.

Solrar Tree
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We source form our exceptionally broad range of
suppliers and the best suited products for the design with
consideration of lifetime, energy efficiency, budget and
maintenance.Quality is of course a guarantee at all times.
We have a highly skilled electrical team who can assist
with technical installations or any queries that arise
throughout the process.

Pin
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The design team are flexible and can rearrange the
plans as the project develops or alters and if budgets
are reduced we will accommodate the new constraints
without compromising the desired design.We have a
follow up procedure to ensure client satisfaction and
we stand over every part of the process we are
involved in-which means we are always at hand even
when the project is complete.

A-24
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Tools Of Light
Valuable experience with some of the world’s most
reputable brands has evolved our range of services to
incorporate architectural indoor and outdoor lighting,
special effects and all encompassing design and lighting
solutions.

King George
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Big

Our Tools of Light include:
- TAL
Kuwait - UAE - Qatar - Saudi Arabia

- Puk
Kuwait - UAE - Qatar

- PXF
Kuwait - UAE - Qatar - Saudi Arabia

-Luce Plan
Kuwait

-Kreon
Kuwait

- Franklight
Kuwait

- Masiero
Kuwait

- Artemide
Kuwait

- Vibia
Kuwait

- Studio Italy
Kuwait

- Glamox
Kuwait

-Platek
Kuwait

- Hamilton
Kuwait

-Luxiona Group
Kuwait

- Buho Lighting
Kuwait
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S&C Smart Solutions
S&C Smart Solutions offers the ultimate home automation
systems by making the products you already have and use
every day work together.By integrating everything from
lighting control, music, home theatre, climate control, security
and many others through different control panels.A smart
house creates personalized experiences that enhance your
life and provide added comfort, savings, convenience, and
peace of mind.
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Lighting Control &
Home Automation
Programmed lighting controllers can create multiple
moods at the touch of a button.Spaces & Concepts
provides a variety of lighting technologies including
dimming of incandescent, halogen, LED and fluorescent
lights as well as lots of other combined features and design
capabilities that will produce stunning and unmatched
lighting schemes for the interior and exterior of your
property.Spaces & Concepts also provides intelligently
designed system that can bring a number of functional
enhancements and can be controlled from virtually
anywhere, in or out your home.
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Projects
Residential
- H.H. Sheikh Nawaf Palace - Al Saddiq
- H.E. Sheikh Nawaf Moubarak Al Abdullah Al Sabah
Palace - Al Nuzha
- Mr. Fahed Al Joan Villa - Al Nuzha
- Mr. Faisal Al Ghanem Villa - Al Nuzha
- Mr. Majed Al Rifaii Villa - Al Jabriya
- Mr. Mohammad Al Marzouk Villa - Messila
- Mr. Mohammad AL Jarallah Villa- Dahiyat
Abdullah AL Salem
- Dr. Nadia Al Asfour Villa- Dahiyat Abdullah Al Salem

SHEIKH ABDULLAH AL SALEM
CULTURAL CENTRE
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Commercial
- Tamdeen Square - Dahiyat Sabah Al Salem
- Sahara complex. Subhan Area, Kuwait.
- Dar Hamad restaurant designed by
Eng Jasim Al Saddah
- Kuwait building designed by Masafa design office.
- Wataniya branches designed by Eng Haydar al
- Nashi.
- Kuwait Airport, Dasman Lounge designed by Sadeer,
- Eng Rana Deeb.
- New HQ Ooredoo Telecommunication - Kuwait City
- Midas Head Quarter
- New Headquarter - Al Babtain Tower
- New Headquarter - Shuwaikh Mubarak

TAMDEEN SQUARE
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Retail
- Tanagra Showroom - Salhiya
- Midas Showroom. Doha Qatar
- Midas Ashley Showroom - Al Rai
- Midas Showroom - KSA. Jeddah
- Sultan Center. Farwaniya - Dajeej
- Food Court. Al Hamra Tower - Kuwait
- The Chocolate Bar - Mahboula
- Cinema Complex - Equatorial Guinea
- Expresso Café - Crowne Plaza
- Jouri restaurant - Kuwait City
- Sultant shef restaurant designed by Eng Shams al Nashi
- Food Central - Shuwaikh
- Sahara Complex Phase 2 & 3 - Sabhan
- Caramel Baby And Child Phase 3 - Avenues
- Write time - Avenues
- Alvaro Martini - Tilal Complex
- Aqua Fashion - Jaleeb AL Shuyoukh
- Al Sharqiya Spa Tower - Mahboula

KUWAIT MUNICIPALITY
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Hotels
- Lancaster Plaza Hotel - Beirut

Public
- Jahra Roundabout - Kuwait City
- Al Jawazat Roundabout - Salmiya
- EPA Project - Kuwait City

Governmental
- Municipality Building - Kuwait
- KISR Building And Mosque - Showaikh
- New H.Q. Minor Affairs - Kuwait City
- Social Security - Jahra
KUWAIT INSTITUTE
FOR MEDICAL SPECIALIZATION

- Jahra Hospital
- Al Adan Hospital
- Kuwait University
- NHA
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Offices
-Equat Petrochemical H.Q. - Ahmadi
-Oreedo H.Q. - Kuwait City
- Al Muhalhel H.Q. - Ardiya
- Al Muzaini Exchange H.Q. - Mirgab
- Novatel - Jeddah. KSA
- Arch. Sarah Sadek Offices - Kuwait City
- Midas Top Management HQ. - Salmiya
- Capital Hamra Tower - Kuwait

Educational
- College Of Business And Women Kuwait University
- Fajr Al Sabah School - Salmiya
- College Of Engineering And Petroleum - Kuwait University
- American University Of Middle East - Eguila

OREEDO HEADQUARTERS
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Clinics
- Al Mutairi Clinic Tower - Hawaly
- Dental 8 - Sharq
- Dr. Talal AL Qattan Hayat Clinic Tower Hawaly
- Dr. Bernard Crown Dental - Salmiya
- Roudan Clinic Tower - Shaab
- Dar Al Barah Clinic Tower - Jabriya
- Dasman Dental Cinic - Tijari Tower

-

AL MUTAIRI CLINIC
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Commercial
- Qinaa Tower
- Sharq Tower
- Crystal Tower
- Sultan Trading Co.
- SAAF (Kuwait University)
- Southpaw - Shuwiekh
- Immigration

AL ROUDHAN CLINICS TOWER
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Banks
- Gulf Bank
- Bobyan Bank
- National Bank Of Kuwait
- Warba Bank
- Kuwait Finance House Bank

Hospitals
- Jaber Al Ahmad Hospial
- Jahra Hospital
- Adan Hospital
- Amiri Hospital
- Sadri Hospital
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COLLEGE OF
BUSINESS KUCP
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AL ADAN HOSPITAL
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JAHRA HOSPITAL

Furniture
- Al Berdauni
- Palm Palace
- Hamra Mall Food Court
- Gate Mall Food Court
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Gyms & Spa
- Inspire Gym - Jahra
- Out Set Gym - Jahra
- Life Cycle - Shuwaikh (Tilal)
- Gheng Spa - Jahra
- Brigit Salon and Spa - Shaab
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INSPIRE GYM

EPA Headquarters

Central Food Control Lab

KISR Building and Mosque

Al Ahmad Hospital

Gulf Bank

Crystal Tower
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NBK NEW HQ- BOARDROOM
Custom transparent crystal glass blown in
Artemedi glass factory in Venice, Italy
Installation Dec 2018
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Our
Customers
Tamdeen Group
Habshi & Shalhoub, Tanagra, visitor
showroom, Geox, Louboutin.
Yousra co, Dona Karam at 360 _ by
Eng Moufid Oaun.
Sadeer , Restaurant, villas , commercial projects _ by
Eng Rana Deeb.
Midas Kuwait, Qatar, Jeddah, Riyad
Showooms. _ by Eng Reem Al Deek.
Arcade design office — villas, commercial projects by
Arch. Helene Sioufi.
Arch. Sara Sadek — Villas
Pad 10
Pro-design — Villas, Shop, KSA villas.
Geneco contracting- Lebanon
Ramco contracting - Lebanon
Ashour holding group - Lebanon
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Copyright 2018 by Spaces and Concepts Kuwait .
All rights reserved. This book or any protion may not be reproduced
or used in any manner whatsoever without the express written
permission of the publisher except for the use of brief quotations in
a book review.Photos are taken from our suppliers
and from projects we worked on.
Printed in Kuwait.
www.spacesnconcepts.com

CORPORATE ADDRESS
Shuwaikh Industrial Area, Suncity Complex,
Block E, Mezzanine, Office No. 47/48 - Kuwait

SHOWROOM ADDRESS
+96522241203
Shuwaikh Industrial Area, Suncity Complex, Block E

CONTACT ADDRESS
+96522241215/16
info@spacesnconcepts.com
www.spacesnconcepts.com

SOCIAL ADDRESS
spacesnconcepts

